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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The importance of studying and analyzing the factors
affecting commercial farming operations cannot be over stressed in a society which is increasingly demanding more and better food.

Every sign points upward to scientific investi-

gations and labora.t ory studies that aid not only in the quantity, but the quality of food produced.
It is becoming increasingly apparent that America must

continue to grow food fqr some of the European Countries •
.Although food sent abroad is considered !'surplus", and is
purchased by our government, this produce would have ordinarily found its way into the channels of trade had it not
been for a government price guarantee that assured the
farmers a set per cent of the 1939 price.
The world today has a growing awareness that food is
basic to life, li~erty and the pursuit of happiness.

The

National Nutrition Conference, held in Washingtont D.

o.,

in May, 1941 focused the attention of the nation on the problem of securing more adequate diets for all our people.
Since that time there have been a series of international
conferences conoerning the problem of making "Freedom from
1
Vla.nt'~ a reality on a world basis.

1 Johnie Christian, Mable s. Westcot, and Charlotte

Clarke.

"The School Lunohtt..

June, 1247 ..

Feeding .America ts Children.
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Interest in vegetable production and marketing has increased greatly during the past few years.

Vegetables now

occupy a more prominent place in the diets of many people
than was formerly the case.

This is due partly to the stimu-

lation of home vegetable gardening during World Viar II, and
partly to the increased knowledge regarding the real value
of vegetables in the diet.

Recent discoveries show that

many vegetables are rich in vitamins.

These discoveries re-

veal further that the presence of vitamins in the diet is
essential to human health.

These discoveries have effiphasized

the importance of vegetables as a source of hUJ.uan food.

Re-

search studies show an increase in the consumption of fruits
as well as vegetables.

Investigations reveal that more con-

sideration is being given the quality as well as the quantity
of fruits purchased for consumption.
It is believed that soil in suf f icient quantity and
quality exists for the production of an ad~quate supply of
fruits and vegetables.

The type of cl:L.11ate in M:arion County

is also favorable for the production of broilers.
factors must be reckoned with.
factors?

Other

What are some of these

How long have these factors been :present, and how

can they be overcome?

The writer is attempting to find the

answers to these questions.
The local civil di vision of this study is ~!iarion county,
Texas.

It is one of the 254 counties of Texas, the Lone Star
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state.

It lies in the northeast section o:r that region of

the state known as the East Texas Timber Belt.

It was one

of the earliest settled counties of Northeast Texas; however,

it~ creation as a county did not occur until a later datee
Its career as an area has been indeed significant for the
reason of its historical importance,

its stragetic location,

and the racial composition of its population since the date
of its organization as a county.
THE PROfil.E'.~

Many Negro :farmers in Marion C-ounty have grovm. and sold
fruits, veget.ables, and broilers ..

These products have been

sold on the open markets and to retail stores in the local
area.

Broilers and fryers have been sold both to retail

stores and wholesale processing plants.
The soil series in Marion County lend themselves well
to the production of fruits and vegetables.

The series in-

clude several types of soil ranging from light sandy soil to
clay soil.

These types occur most extensively in the western

parts of the county.

The soils are highly productive, and

are suited to all the general farm crops.
Although conditions are favorable for the production of
fruits and vegetables in Marion County, and many Negro farmers
are growing and selling these products t the writer is unable
to cite a single farmer who hass or is, at this time progres-
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sing favorably in the production of fruits, vegetables and
broilers.
Several Negro farmers have lost money in an attempt to
produce and market truck crops, while some of them have been
fairly successful; yet not successful enough to be stimulated to produce several acres of the above, or to operate
a small produce house.
The purpose of this study has been: (1) To find significant fac.to rs which have affected, o'r those that are aff eating commercial farming operations among Negro farmers in
Marion County, and (2) To develop techniques for use in overcoming some of these factors.
DEFINITION OF TEfil11~ USED

The term commercial farming operations as used in this
study has reference to a type of farming activity carried on
that involves the production and marketing of certain agricultural products.

Active farmers as described in this study

has reference to that group of farmers who were at the time
of this study growing one, or all of the agricultural products
set forth in the delimitations of the study.

On the other hand,

Inactive farmers are those subjects of this study who have at
one time produced one or all of the products mentioned, but
were not growing one or all of the products listed in this
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study at the time that it was made.

The term Market-Garden

er as used here describes the class of activity that is carried on by the farmers in question.

That is, active farmers

grow produce intensively for the local market.

1

It may be observed that the word "respondents 0 is used

frequently in this investigation.

The term refers to those

farmers concerned here.
The following statistical terms with definitions appear
below: 2
:r-.:ean - - - The average value of a group of numbers.

Median - - The value of the middle item when the items
are arranged according to size.
Mode -

The most frequent, or most con1D1on value provided that a sufficiently large number of

items are available to give a smooth distribution.
Range- - - The difference bet·ween the minimum and maxi-

mum items in a series.
Interest in this problem has arisen out of experience

in working with local rural groups in initiating and assisting
in the production and marketing of vegetables, fruits and
1

Paul Work, Ve~etable Production and Marketing.
York: Jolm Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1945e p. 12

New

2 Herbert Arkin and Raymond R. Col ton. .An Outline of
Statistical Methods. New York: Barnes and Noble, Inc. 1g50
pp. ?-19-23-29.
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broilers.

Most farmers assisted have failed in developing

a worth-while production and marketing program in the face
of what seems to have been favorable conditions.
ELEMENTS OF THE PROBLJ!M

The problem has been analyzed and studied in the light
of the following aspects:

The population; finance available

for commercial farming operations; the availability of technical assistance; the farming status of Negro farmers in
Marion County; cultural features, climatic conditions,
temperature, soils-types and phases, and general agricultural information.

An attempt has also been made to determine

the interest of the farmers in general regarding the future
prospects of commercial farming operations.
Educational background of the subjects.

Marion County

became a political unit during the throes of the Civil War.
The state funds which had been designated for public education prior to the Civil War were diverted to other purposes
than education at the outbreak of the war.

Following the war,

however, interest in educational legislation was resumed.
The constitution of 1866 provided for the utilization of
every alternate section of railroad land for school purposes.
The income from certain other funds was designated as a perpetual fund exclusively for the education of the White
scholastic inhabitants of the state*

However, reference was
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made in the constitution of 1866 for taxation for the education of Negroes.

It stated that the sum of taxes "collec-

ted '1 from .Africans or persons of .African descent, should be

appropriated exclusively for the maintenance of a system of
education for Africans and their children".

There was but

little property owned by people of African descent, hence
virtually no public fund was available for the education of
Negroes.

1

The system of education which was instituted in Marion
County for the Negro people emerged from varied interestsfederal, religious, humanitarian, and political.

2

The

Federal Government was represented by the Federal A:I:my and
the Freedmen's Bureau.

The humanitarian aspect of the ven-

ture was evidenced by the labor of men from the North who
were adventurous for new experiences in the Southe

The Bap-

tist and Methodist denominations of the North sent missionary

teachers to Texasr
In 1869 a "Radical Constitution" formulated under Military and Carpet Bag Rule made provisions for a system of free
education under state control.

The white people opposed the

measure to the extent that it was necessary that laws were
1
Vergie D. Richardson Benton, "A Study to Determine
What Factors Were Dominant in the Development of the Education
of Negro Children in Marion County, Texas. 1930-1950." {unpublished !faster' s Thesis) Bishop College, Marshall, Texas.
1951.

2 Carter G. Woodson, The Stor;r 2f the Neero Retold.
Washington, De C.,, Associated Publishers:--T945. p. l?O
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enacted by the legislature to carry out the demands of the
constitution of 1869.

The opposition arose from the pro-

visions which provided for an equality of educational
opportunity for all children,- those of parents who owned
no property as well as those of property owners. l

The

resentment of the people against this provision led to its
repeal in 1871.

Under the Acts of 1873 loca1 authority was

substituted for central authority in the administration of
the Texas system of education.
came into existance.

Thus the community system

Subsequent legislation in 1880 was

enacted, and changed the administration of education to a
district system in which local taxation was made possible.
The one exception listed in this enactment was that certain
designated counties in East Texas which bad dense Negro populations were permitted to continue under the community
system.
Most of the subjects involved in this study remember
the transition to the one board system.

The year 1906 was

the year in which all Negro trustees were replaoede

From

this time until 1935 there was much discrimination in the
administering the program of education in Marion County,
Texas.
The beginning of the system of education for Negroes
was not sponsored by any local political structure~
1

Benton, .212.• cit., p~ 20

The
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persons who initiated the schools were on their own.

Regard-

ing the type of school and training received in the early
school system, the following narrative by Mr. Arthur Singleton, a member of Judea Community is presented.

1

The first school I attended was the Old Judea Schools
nine miles east of Jefferson. The building in ·which we
met was a log church house with a fire place that
burned six foot wood. The benches were made of pine
poles with legs wedged into bored holes. The water
for drinking was brought from an open spring. The
First Reader, the Blue Back Speller and Geography
were taught. Slates were used for writing. There were
no programs or any type of amusements furnished. The
childrents lunches consisted of dishes prepared from
home grown food products. The lunches were brought to
school in tin buckets. The books were bought by
parents. Children had to walk four to six miles. The
term of school varied from four to six months.
N.tr. Singleton reports that there were no well established roads, and that the school could only be reached by
traveling trails and through pastures.

Another faotor which

made it difficult for the pupils to reach the schools was
that the homes of the Negroes were not located on roads.

The

Negroes were not allowed to purchase or build homes on main
traveled roads*
Availability of Technically Trained Advisers. Technical
assistance for farmers during the early years was not designated as such.

There were no organizations in the county

covered by this study that had for their purposes the improve! Interview with Ya-. Atthur Singleton, April 4, 1953.
li1Ir. Singleton was born March 8,, 1885, Marion County, Texas*
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ment in production or marketing of fruits, vegetables and/
or broilers.

Although a White county agent was employed,

he worked more or less to assist farmers in the production
and marketing of general crops.

The activities of the

agent were further limited because of the predominately onecrop system that was followed in the county.
Regarding the availability of technically trained
advisers during the 1920's, the following narrative by Mr.
Willie B. Hodges Sr. is presented:

1

The first venture initiated in Marion County for the
production of commercial vegetables must be assigned
to a Y~. Clayton who came up from Prairie View College
about 1923. This man spent considerable time in the
county making speeches and otherwise trying to influence
farmers to think more about the production and marketing
of vegetables. Marion County farmers were reluctant to
give up the idea of growing all the cotton they could
care for in order to grow vegetables.
A Wu-. Davis, Vlhite County .Agent should be given credit
for the second attempt to influence farmers to grow
vegetables for sale. It was about the year 1932 that
many farmers of the county held as many as eighty
bushels of Irish potatoes in barns and smoke houses awaiting a market that never developed. ux. Rogers Davis
was followed by Mre John H. Ericson as county agent of
Marion County. :Mr. Ericson worked to continue the growth
of potatoes for sale but the spirit had been dampened
by the vain attempts to sell potatoes the year before.
Mr. Ericson was the only technically trained adviser in
the county during his first years of service in the
county.
l

Interview with Mr. Willie B. Hodges, April 16, 1953.
Mr. Hodges was born August 2, 1904, Marion County, Texas.
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The Financing of the Enterprises.

During the l920's

cotton v;e.s "king" in Marion County same as in many of the
counties of the state, during this time.

Mr. Hodges has

this to say regarding the financing of the enterprises:

1

The matter of financial assistance during the early
2o~s did not present such a problem. Farmers who
were interested in financial aid were able to get
such assistance from the local bank, or some of the
local merchants. Very little cash was needed in
commercial farming ventures during this time because of the relative value of the dollar, and the
insistance of farmers to 11 live-at-home 0 • The
farmer who planned to grow some product as a side
line would usually make his contacts for aid during
the time the crop was being cultivated.
The Availability of Uarkets.

N...r. Wesley Lyons has this

to say regarding the availability of markets during the early
years:

2

It was an easy matter to locate cotton buyers during
the 1920ts, but it was left to the grower to sell
any other products that he had on hand. Any man who
was a good "peddler" could sell almost any product
he had on hand. but there were no established
markets. The idea of peddling agricultural products
was not practiced extensively, but I should think
that products were sold with less effort during this
time, and by this method.
I do not recall any meeting being held by farmers or
businessmen that had for its purpose the establishment
of markets or marketing facilities for agricultural
products. There was no action taken in Marion County
during the 192Qts to re-organize for cooperative
marketing of agricultural products. I do however,
recall a group activity known as grocery or "Eating
Clubs." This was an endeavor to purchase groceries
in groups at wholesale.

l Ibid.
2 Interview with Mr. E. Wesley Lyons, April 15, 1953.
Mr. Lyons was born January 2, 1898, Marion County, Texas ..
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DESCRIPTION OF SOURCES AND METHODS USED TO SECURE DATA
The United States Census of Agriculture for 1945 and
1950 have constituted the primary sources of data regarding
the farm population, tenure s ta tu s, farm owners by color
and size of farms, and specified crops harvested.
Another primary source of data have come from the
files of the Farmers Home Administration supplied by Mr.
George J". Glenn, County Supervisor, Marshall, Texas
Data regarding the manner of disposition of products
grown, :factors that aided or hindered production and marketing
of products, and the most serious factor or factors preventing
their going into commercial farming on a large scale were secured by survey schedules.

Interviews with farmers and for-

mer school teachers of the county also provided valuable information for this study.
A portion of the statistical data used in this study
\•.;ere obtained from "An Economic Survey of Marion County",
which was prepared for the Texas and Pacific Railway Company.
Procedures Followed in Collecting the Data~

After

developing and refining the survey schedules used in this
study the investigator made contact trips to each farmer involved.

In an attempt to get information as accurate as pos-

sible, the investigator took ample time in interviewing each
farmer.

In many instances only two interviews, or survey
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schedules were completed in an afternoon.

Interviews were

had with members of the County P. M.A. Agricultural Committee, "Ole-Timers", farmers and forme;r:- school teachers of
the county~

Personal observations were made of the scope of

mos·t of the enterprises.
Method of Presenting the Data.

The data obtained by

the use of the survey schedules were analyzed and set forth
in a series of tables.

Statistical calculations were made in

terms of the mean and median scores.

Likewise, a descriptive

report is given of the information obtained from an analysis
of the survey schedules and from the interviews with the persons mentioned previously.

This presentation and interpre-

tation of data is set forth in chapter three.
Treatment of Findings.

A careful study has been made

of such documentary sources as were available.

The records

studied and analyzed were the reports of the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, Census of Population for 1950,
Agricultural Census for 1945-50, an Economic Survey of Marion
County prepared for the Texas and Pacific Railway Company by
the Bureau of Business Research, College of Business Administration, the University of Texas. brochures and releases published

by

the Jefferson Jimplecute, the Farmers Home Adminis-

tration, and reports of the local county agent.
Limitations of the Study~

This study concerns factors

affecting, both favorably and unfavorably, the production of
vegetables, fruits, and broilers.
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CHAPTER II
HISTORIC.AL .AND RELATED INFOfili.i.ATION
tURION COUNTY AS A BODY POLITIC
Marion County, the midmost of the five counties in the
upper corner of Northeast Texas, nestles comfortably along
the crooks and bends of the three Gypress Bayous which converge a few miles from the Caddo Lake outlet.

It is one

among a group of counties created from other counties during
the period of the expansion of the state by migration of
slaveholders from the Old South.

1

Prior to the revolution of Texas against Mexico, the
.,
geographic area of the state was subdivided into departments
and municipalities.

When the Texas Revolution began there

were three departments:
eighteen municipalities.

Bexar, Brazos, and Nacogdoches, and
Three of the eighteen municipali-

ties, - Nacogdoches, San Augustine, and Shelby were organized
as subdivisions of the Nacogdoches Department.
additional municipalities were created.

In 1835 five

They were: Colorado,

Jefferson, Jackson, Red River, and Sabine.

From the Shelby

municipality, Harrison County was first created on January 28,
1839; from which county a part of Marion County was created
2
in 1860.

1 Ralph W. Steen, The Texas Story. Austin, Texas:
Steck Company. 1948. p. 220~

The

2 ~• T. Fulmore,~ History~ Geographl of Texas
As Told,!.!! County Names. Austin, Texas: The Steck Company.
1935. p.p. 278, 286, 288.
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In regards to the formation of Marion County f'rom the
Shelby municipality, the following narrative presents an
1
element of humor concerning the circumstances:
However it is up to Harrison for being the 'big-heartedr
County. Years ago a Negro representative was sent to
the legislature from Harrison County and during his term
of: office Marion County acquired a nice acreage of
He.rrison County. When the Negro representa.ti ve returned
to Marshall he was asked,"Why in the mischief did you
allow anything like that to happen?, He replied, "Well
sir, Senator Culberson just talked me right out of that
little piece of land.
Fulmor~•s report of the organization of Marion County
and the narrative reported by Nu-s. McKay do not coincide.

2

Negro representatives served in the Texas Legislature during
the period of reconstruction which dates from 1855 to 1869.
From the Red River municipality three large counties
were organized.

They were Bowie, Fannin, and Lamar.

The

dates of organization were: December 1841, January 1838, and
December 1841 respectively.

Bowie County was further sub-

divided into three counties vmich were designated as Bowie,
Titus, and Cass.
subdivided.

On February 8, 1860, Cass County was further

The southmost detached portion was joined with

a detached portion of Harrison County,and the Marion County

about which this study is centered came into existance.
Marion County is the second county south of .Arkansas.
The eastern border of the county is formed entirely by the
1. Mrse A. R. McKay, A History of Marion Count~, Texas.
Jefferson, Texas: Jefferson Jimplecute Office, 183 -1936.p 43.

2 Fulmore,

2.l2... cit. , p. 288.,
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Louisiana State line, and half of the western border is
formed by Cypress Creek.

Over half of the southern border

is formed by Caddo Lake, Ferry Lake, and Little Cypress
Bayou.

Jefferson, the county seat, is in the south central

part of Marion County; fifteen miles north of Marshall,
Harrison County, and approximately thirty miles northwest
of Shreveport, Louisiana.
Marion County is approximately rectangular, ten miles
from north to south and forty miles from east to west.

The

county has a total area of 266,240 acres, or 416 square
miles.

The inland water area, consisting mainly of Caddo

Lake is 10,240 acres, or sixteen square miles.

The total

land area of :Marion County is 256,000 acres or 400 square
mi·1 es. 1

BASIC POPULATION FACTS
Unique in its history, Marion County is one of the
original five counties in Texas which, in 1870 had a
majority population of Negroes.

2

Now, it is one of the

two counties which has a majority population of Negroes,
the greater portion of whom live in rural areas.
to Works and Lesser,

3

According

there are marked variations in

1 The five counties were: Marion, Harrison, Fort Bend,
San Jacinto, and Fayette.
2

~

Economic Survey of Marion County, Index 1.01-2.

3 George A. Works, and Simon O. Lesser, Rural America
Today: Its Schools and Comm.unity Life. Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press. 1942 p.p. 1-6
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fertility between rural and urban women; such differentials
result in marked imbalances in the distribution of the burden of child ca.re,

in the increased ratio.s of children to

adults, and in the normal distribution of persons according
to age.
In rural. farm population areas are more children than
youth, and the aged than there are adults of the productive
age span.

Census data from two decades have been examined

for the purpose of determining the status of the population
of Marion County, Texas, according to race, age, and place
of residence.
Characteristics of the Population.
Marion County in 1930 was 10,371.

The population of

The population increased

to 11, 457 by 1940 which was an increase of 10.5 per cent.
The total population for 1950 was 10,172 which likewise shows
a decrease of 11.2 per cent during this decade.
This increase from 1930-40, and decrease from 1940-50
represents the total population.

The rural population of

8,660 in 1940 decreased to 7,008 by 1950.
19.l per cent decrease during this decade.

This represents
1

This study is concerned mainly with the twenty one
years and over group so the following comparisons may be noted:
There are 5,864 persons in Marion County who are twenty one
years and over.

Of this total 1,587 are Non-Wbite females,

1
The United States Census of Population for 1950.
United States Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census.
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and 1,499 are non-white males.

This group represents approxi-

mately 52.6 per cent of the total twenty one and over group.
In 1930 the total farm and non-farm population of Negroes
of the county was 84.2 per cent of the total Negro population.
In 1940 the rural Negro population was 83.5 per cent of the
total population. 1
The 1950 census shows 401 white farm operators in that
year.

The 1945 census shows 246.

This means of course that

there was an increase in white farm operators of 155 during

this five year periods

A total of 597 non-white operators

were in the county according to the census of 1945.
number increased to 681 by 1950e
white farm operators increased by

This

In other words. the total
155, while the non-white

operators only increased by eighty four.

This writer is un-

able to account for this difference in increase of the two
races.

The fact that many colored operators of Marion County

left during World War II to engage in National Defense jobs
in the industrial areas may account for a portion of the increase.
Other .Agricultural Informatione

According to reports

from the Farmers Home Administration, the average annual
rainfall in Marion County is 45.88 inches.

The average of

4.68 inches for April and 2e24 average inches for September

represents the high and low months.
1

Benton,

£p_

,ille, p. 53

The average annual rain-
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fall varies from about thirty two inches in dry years to
sixty eight inches in wet years.

l

Mr. Glen of the Farmers

Home Administration noted further that the average annual
rainfall for the state is 30.25 inches.

This means of

course that the average annual rainfall for Marion County
amounts to 15.63 inches more than the state average.

Very

little has been done to develop irritation possibilities due
largely to the high normal rainfall.
Temperature.

2

The highest reading on record for Marion

County is 112 degrees and the lowest is nine degrees.

The

average July temperature is eighty three degrees, and the
average mean temperature for the year is sixty six degrees.
The absence of extreme cold or heat, according to reports of

the Farmers Home Administration is making this a favored spot
for the broiler production industry.

The average date for

the last frost in the spring is March 19th, and that in the
fall is November 12th which affords a growing season of 238
days.

The average annual sunshine is sixty four per cent of

the total daylight time.

Soils, -Types and Phases..

The Soil Conservation Service

has some eighteen different classifications of soils.

According

to reports submitted by the Farmers Home Administration, soils
in Marion County may be classified under two main types as
1 George J. Glenn, Farmers Home Administration. Social
and Economic Data. Marshall, Texas: May 3, 1950. p. l
2 Ibid., p. 3
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upland, sandy loam and bottom land sandy loam to tight clay

with each of these having several phases.

The upland may be

divided into tine sandy loam and gravely top soil over
lying clay or sandy olay subsoil and each of these may again
be divided into a freely permeable and tight subsoil.

Carter points out that Marion County has two general
1
classes of soils.
These are: Upland Soils and lu.luvial
Soils.

The upland soils of Marion crounty are a pert of the

Kirvin and Bowie soil series found in northeast Texas.

The

Kirvin soils are brown to reddish brown and grade below into
heavy r ed clay subsoils.

In the lower part of the subsoil,

t wo to four feet below the surface is found mottled red and
gr ay clay.

In most areas fragments of ironstone occur through-

out the top soil and subsoil.
the surface but at a depth
is yellow.

or

The bowie soils are gray at
several inches, the subsurface

At a depth of two or three feet the subsoil is

composed of friable sandy permeable clay.

Bowie soils are

moderately productive and the yield is in proportion to
efficiency of management.
The alluvial soils of Marion County are of the
Ocklookonee and Bibb soil series.

The Ocklockonee topsoil

is brown to dark gray and grades below into mottled yellow
1

W. T. Carter~ The Soils or Texas.
of ll:arion County., Inde0.03..
-

An Economic survey
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and gray subsoils.

The surface is low and nearly flat and

the surface drainage is slow.

The subsoils are rapidly

penetrated by water, but the under drainage is very slow.
However, during the v,arm months of the year the natural
drainage in many places is suffic,ient to enable crop production.

The soil series include several types of soil

ranging from light sandy soil to clay soil, and they occur
most extensively in the western parts of the county.

The

soils are highly productive and are suited to all the general
crops.
The Bibb soils are gray or light brown and mottled. The
subsoils are of much the same character as the surface soils
but lighter in color.

The soils oocupy very low flat bottoms

and remain wet for long periods.,
fl.owed and silted.

They are frequently over

The soils of this series range from sandy

clay to heavy clay and are most extensive in the eastern area.
Very little of these soils is in cultivation although they are
very productive and with adequate drainage would produce good
1
yields of many crops.
Marion County is predominately a land of small farms and
smell scale farming operations.
is ninety two acres.

The average size of our farms

This means tbat over half of the farms

are smaller than ninety two acres, and if the relatively few
large farms be eliminated the average "small Farmer" farm
1 Ibid.,

Index 2.03.
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\Vould probably be around forty acres.
that are even smaller than forty acres.

There is a large number
These farms are too

small to support a balanced farming program and provide a
comfortable living for a family e~cept in a few specialized
l
cases such as truck farming or broiler production~
UARR.ATIVE REGARDING COM1v'IERCI.AL FARMING OPERATIONS
AfvIONG NEGROES IN MARION COUNTY
DURlliG THE E.ARLY YEARS

Reverend G. H. Adams has this to say regarding commercial
farming operations among Negro farmers in Marion County during
the early years:

2

I doubt that the common ttpeddling" of agricultural
products during the early years could be called commercial farming operationse However, if we are to take
under consideration the fact that all products that
reach the channels of trade are commercial then we
must consider these processes in that category~
The first sfgns of commercial farming that I can
speak of took place in the Midway Community on the
old 0 0ov1ling Farm" approximately ten miles east of
Jefferson. Joe Cowling produced peas and greens each
year in excess of the needs of his family, so he
made a practice of selling this surplus from door
to door fashion until they were about all gone. Both
peas and greens were sold in the fall and spring.
These products were easily sold because very few
farmers at this time were able to have green peas
and greens during the dry fall months.
The plot of land where these vegetables were grown
was located near a creek. It was a deep sand loam
that overflowed each spring when the heavy rains came.
This plot though was ideal for .dry weather farming.
This was about the year 1918 to 1922. The efforts to
grow good products and to sell to local farmers as
l Farmers Home Administration. 2-E cit., p. 3
2 Interview with Reverend Ge H. Adams, April 16, 1953.
Reverend Adams was born September 5, 1888, Rusk County, Texas.
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exibited by ~ir. Cowling during these years would
probably equal, if not surpass our efforts of today.
From this meager beginning, I saw several farmers take
on the "peddling" idea. A Mr. Clayton from Prairie
View would often appear in the county. It was he who
stimulated some of the farmers into the production and
marketing of vegetables. Mr. Clayton's purpose for
visiting the county was not to promote the marketing
of vegetables, but rather to get the farmers conscious
of a live-at-home program. Mr. Clayton tried to show
the Marion County farmers that it was not economical
for them to follow a one-crop system of farming being
exposed to favorable conditions and facilities for
the production of food for home use.
In following Mr. Clayton'"s advice, and in the process
of filling the pantry shelves some of the farmers of
the county had a surplus of vegetables that they usually
sold locally. This process amounted to v.hat I would
call "peddling".
I should think that the county wide production of Irish
potatoes during the late l920's and early 1930Ts was
stimulated by the Mr. Clayton to whom I have referred,
however a Mr. Davis, White County Agent during this time
canvassed the county and influenced several farmers to
plant irish potatoes. This project constituted the first
effort that I can recall of consolidated action in the
production and marketing of vegetables. Unfortunately
however the project was not successful because of the
lack of an available market after the potatoes were harvested. Several farmers kept irish potatoes in their barns
until they rotted because they could not sell them.
I\il'. John Ericson followed Mr. Davis as County .Agricultural agent of Marion County. Mr. Ericson con.tinued
to promote the production and marketing of vegetables
but for sane reasons only about twenty five per cent of
the farmers cooperated.
During the years 1933-34, with the employment of Vocational
Agriculture Teachers in the county the idea of commercial
production of fruits and vegetables spread to all sections
of the county. Several farmers in the county grew sweet
potatoes for sale. Cucumbers were also grown and sold on
the local market. In fact, it was during this time that
the growing ot cucumbers became paramount in the minds of
Marion County farmers. l
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RELATED INFORMATION
The literature related to "Factors Affecting Commercial
Fa:z-ming Operations Among Negro Farmers in Marion County,

Texas 11 is rather limited.

However, there has appeared in

various professional publications several reports of research
which deal with commercial farming operations.

Very few of

these deal directly and specifically with the problem studied

in the investigation here reported.
The 1'1Jiarket Growers Journal", a monthly magazine which
was founded in 1907 is probably the only national magazine for

commercial vegetable growers.

This publication attempts to

discuss in each issue those things vital to the vegetable grow-

ers.

This publication attempts to give full treatment of some

factors affecting production and marketing of vegetables.
Watts and Watts, 1 in their book "The Vegetable Growing
Business" discuss all phases of vegetable production and marketing however, very little attention is given specifically to
the factors affecting commercial farming operations.

In the

preparation of this text the authors have endeavored to include
helpful subject matter, but they devote equal attention to
principles and practices and to the science and to the art of
growing and marketing vegetables.

1 Ralph L~ Watts and Gilbert Searle Watts, The Vegetable
Growing Business. New York: Orange Judd Publishing Company,
Inc. 1940. pp 2-3.
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Paul

s. Work,

1

the author ofttVegetable Production

and Marketing" treats very ably the production, management,
and marketing of vegetable crops.

The text was prepared

primarily for students and teachers of agriculture in high
schools, technical institutes, junior colleges, and colleges.
The needs of general farmers, home gardeners, and those engaged in agencies and businesses serving vegetable growers
have not been over looked.

This treatise emphasizes the

characteristics of the crop plants and their responses to
various conditions of environment which goes beyond the local
situation to furnish a comm.on set of conditions wherever a
given crop is grown.
There have been several books and professional magazines written pertaining to the production of fruits however,
the writer does not recall any book or bulletin which deals
primarily with the production and marketing of fruits in
Marion County, Texas.

Bulletin number seventy three "Orchard

Management" which was written by J. F. Rosborough, Extension
Horticulturist, and C.R. Heaton, Associate Horticulturist of
Texas A & M College contains very valuable information pert~ining to orchard managemente

Information in this bulletin

however is general.
This writer does not know of any book or professional
magazine pertaining to factors affecting broiler production in

1 Paul s. Work, Vegetable Production ~ Marketing. New
York: John Wiley and Sons. 1945 p. 12
!ha If . R . Banks Lib rary

Prai r ie View A. & M. Coll ~K ~
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East Texas, or Marion County.

The bulletin B-143 which was

issued in 1945 by the Texas Extension Services is a short
general treatise of broiler production.

This writer is in-

clined to believe that some of the information published in
the above bulletin may be obsolete at this time.
At the time of this investigation, the writer does not
know of any study which has been conducted pertaining to
"Factors Affecting Commercial Farming Operations Among Negro
Farmers. 11
Joseph J. Roane, l

made a study of"Experiences of

Negro Farmers in Becoming Established in Farming.
was conducted in Virginia.

This study

In this treatise Mr. Roane dis-

cusses brieftly some of the factors affecting commercial
farming operations among Negroes in their attempts to become established.

This study however, concerns itself with

experiences of both general and commercial farming.

l

Joseph J. Roane," Experiences of Negro Farmers in
Becoming Established in Farming." (Unpublished Masters
Thesis) Virginia State College, Richmond, Virginia. 1S50.
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CHAPTER III
PRESENTATION .AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
This study concerns sixty farmers of Marion County who
have grown, or are now growing vegetables, fruits and broilers
for commercial purposes.

The sixty subjects concerned were

selected at random, and they ~~re not notified prior to the
execution of this schedule.
The writer felt that this investigation would be more
accurate if he would include as many farmers as possible, so
he chose to collect data from thirty active farmers, and
thirty inactive farmers.

In this investigation the term

nActive" farmers refers to those farmers who are now growing
vegetables, fruits and broilers for commercial purposes, or
farmers who are growing any one of the above named items. on
the other hand, "Inactive" farmers are those :farmers who have
grown one or all of the products mentioned, but are not now
growing all or any one of the products mentioned.
Data presented here were collected by the writer, with
the assistance of three agriculture teachers of the county,
and the Negro Agricultural .Agent.

The sources of documentary

materials used have been described earliere
The purpose of this chapter is to present and interpret statistics concerning the status of the family units and
the kinds of interaction operating.
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The active farmers. The data concerning the status
of the active farmers, about whose commercial farming enterprises this study is centered, consist of pertinent facts
concerning farm ownership and operational activities, the
scope and kinds of plantings, disposal of the products, and
statements of factors which had bearing on the success or
failure of the enterprises.
There is reflected in Table I the status of the active
farmers of Marion County with respect to farm ownership and
operational activities.

Of the thirty farmers surveyed,

twenty five own the land which they cultivate.

Of this

number, however, two farmers reported that they were operators
of additional acreage; two reported that they rented additional acreage.

The mean number of acres of land owned by the active
farmers is 68.5; the median number of acres owned is fifty
five, and the range of acres owned extends from 4.5 to 195
acres.
The total number of farmers who cultivated only rented
acreage was four.

The total number of acres rented was 254.

The mean number acres rented was 42.3; the median, 39.0.
range of acres rented was from ten to ninety.
operated fifteen acres.

one farmer

The
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TABLE

I

STATUS OF ACTIVE NEGRO FARMERS OF Ivl4.RION COUNTY WITH
RESPECT TO FARM OVv'NERSh'IP ~'D FARM OPERATION
The
Farmer
aAo
aBo

aCo
aDo
aEo
aFo
aGo

Acres
Owned

--

85
83
80

80

aJo

75

aKo
aLo

50

----

66

aMo
aNo
aoo

58

aPo
aQ,o

50
50

----

55
50

--

41
40

aUo

39
36
l?
07

-50

10

04 .. 5

a.Ar

aBr
aCr

aDr

aE-op

7

--

--

---

--

90
41
35
28

-----

·xu~ber reporting
25
Mean Acres Owned
68.5
Median Acres Owned
55 .. 0
Range:
4. 5-195.0

13

--

50

aSo
aTo
aVo
aWo
aXo
aYo

Acres
012erated *

195
180
125
105
91

aHo
aio

aRo

Acres
Rented

15
6

rented

42.3 operated

39.0
l.0-90

3

11.7
13.0
7-15

* A local arrangement between neighbors involving no rent for
operating.
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Scope of Commercial Farming Operations.

It may be

observed from table II that a total of 138.25 acres were
planted to vegetables during this study.

Considering the

1?12 acres owned by twenty five of the thirty respondents,

the mean acres planted to vegetables would amount to 4.68

acres.
Considering the financial investment necessary per
acre, one might be justified in feeling that these farmers
have about all the acreage they can care for.
1
Watts and Watts,
advises that a typical investment
of

~t200.oo per acre for an operator of thirty or more acres

would be about normal.

The above authors hov;ever do not

mention the investment necessary for an individual with less
acreage.
Of further interest, one might observe that of the
thirty respondents only nine o:r them sold as little as twenty
five per cent of the vegetables they grew, while six farmers

sold as much as seventy five per cent.

Two farmers sold as

much as eighty per cent, and two sold ninety per cent of the
vegetables that they grew.

It may be noted that the subjects

concerned in this study are not classified as owning vegetable
farms.

The 1950 census of agriculture shows only four farmers

reporting vegetable farms for Marion County.
1

Watts and Watts, 2E. cit.,

p. 3
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TABLE II
SCOPE OF co:MMERCI.AL FARMING OPERATIONS

Acres in Per cen·t Acres
Acres
Owned-Rented-Oper-Vegete.- usually fruit
ated bles
sold
trees
5

75
25

2

?5

0.5
1

50

85

3

83

15
14

50
25

50

3
5

25
50

2
8
2

50
50
25

5

25

0.25

25

2

90
50
25
50
80

l.95

180
125
105
91

16

---

80
80
?5

---

66

50

13

58
55
50

7

50
50
50
41
40
39
36

---

--

3

0.5
50

17
7

0.5
Oe5

10

--

4.5
90

--

41
35
28

Totals:
l '712 254

--

Oe5
13
15
2
0.5
5
2

1

8
15
35

3

138.25

25

25
90

?5
80
75

Number
of
broilers
200
200

2

Acres
in
melons
18

1

5

1

10

1200

2

10

500

1
12

10
5
6

----200

1

280
1400

1.5
6

1

5

10

--1
--

0.5

--5

2
12
2

------500
-------

--

1

2500
2500

50
75
50
50
75

1

500

---

10

--l

1400

xx

21

126

11,380

4

---

---
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Table III reflects the varieties of vegetables grovm
by the thirty active farmers.

It may be noted however that

several of the respondents are engaged in growing the same
varieties of vegetables for sale.
Of the thirty farmers, twenty two of them grow water-

melons for sale, while only one of these farmers grow lettuce
for sale.

The range is from one to twenty two varieties. The

mean number of farmers growing varieties 1 as listed in table

One will note that the type of vegetables grown as revealed in this study are those used mostly in the homes of
rural people.
Works,

1

mentions the vegetable crops most familiar

to the market gardner, and in this connection he mentions
almost all vegetables listed above.

The author thinks that

selection is based mostly on familiarity.
The reader may be interested in knowing that such vege-

tables as spinach, carrots and collards are not grown in
abundance by these respondents.

The table indicated above

throws light on the number of' participants, or farmers growing
these vegetables.

One may wonder if the skill in growing and

marketing these products present more of a problem than the
average farmer can handle.
1

Work , 2£. cit., p. 25.
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TABLE III
VARIETY OF VEGETABLES GROWN BY ACTIVE F.A.R.v!ERS

Kinds of
Vegetables
Grown

Number of farmers
who produce them

Beans

8

Beets

2

Cabbage

2

Carrots

1

Collards

1

Corn

6

Cucumbers

7

English Peas

3

Greens{tender)

2

Irish Potatoes

3

Lettuce

1

Melons

22

Mustard
Peas

2

13

Spinach

2

Squash

6

sweet Potatoes

6

Tomatoes
Turnips

11
6
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Table IV shows the respondents' ranking of factors
which have helped them in making money from vegetable production.
It may be observed however, that this table shows an
analysis of the agency factors only.

Other factors are con-

sidered 1 ater.
TABLE IV
RESP01TDENTS • RANKING OF FACTORS VIBICH HAVE HELPED
THEM IN MAKING MONEY FROM VEGETABLE PRODUCTION

Ranking
The Factors
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Help from agricultural
agencies
11

6

6

2

3

1

Use of commercial
fertilizer

10

6

4

3

4

2

Respondents' knowledge
of marketing trends
5

9

7

4

3

1

Help from other
agencies

1

4

4

7

4

9

Help received from
teachers in respondents'
school district
1

2

3

?

6

10

Help received from
other farmers

2

5

6

9

6

1

It is observed that the above ranking is read as follows:
Eleven farmers ranked "help from agricultural agencies" as
first in importance; six farmers ranked the factor as second in
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importance; six, as third in importance; two, as fourth in
importance; three as fifth in importance; and one as sixth
in importance.

Ten farmers ranked ''use of commercial

fertilizer" as first in importance; six as second in importance; fourt as third in importance, and so on.
Status of Broiler Production Among Active Farmers.
The twelve active farmers who are concerned in this
study were carrying a total capacity of 11, 380 broilers at
the time that the survey schedules were administered.

The

schedules were administered during the winter months of 19521953, and since this writer is familiar with the type of
broiler houses that are used in East Te?tas and Marion County,
he is able to account for the low capacity during this time.
1
Hinshaw,
mentions the broiler grower-lumber dealer
financing agreements that are prevalent in East Texas, however
his article has reference to the six to ten thousand capacity
group where lumber dealers financed the building of the houses
on Mechanics and Material Liens.
The farmers concerned here established themselves
in broiler growing by using scrap lumber that they were able
to obtain around their places or around local sawmills.

The

writer can attest to this fact because he has assisted some
of the farmers in their initial venture.
1 J.E. Hinshaw, "Texans Make Proud Claims About New
Broiler Area" .. Broiler Growing. June (1~53} p. 32.
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TABLE V
STATUS OF BROILER PRODUCTION AMONG ACTIVE FARMERS
Tfie Questions: aAo : aBo: aEo:
: aFo : aJo : aKo : aLo i aSo : aXo: aYo : aRr: aE-oE
Broilers for
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
sale?

Manner of
disposal

w

w

W-R

w

W-R

w

w

R

R

w

W-R

R

Size of
20x60:
broiler house 12xl4: 12x14:16x30:12x16:10x14:20x60: 16x30:20x120:22x100:16x30: 20x60
Scope of
operation

sea

sea

sea

sea

con

con

con

con

con

con

sea

sea

NOTE: The twelve farmers who engaged in broiler production are sesignated by letter
codes in the captions at the head of the table. The response to the question "Broilers
for sale", is indicated by "Y" for "Yes, and "N" for "No" under column which is headed by
the letter code of the farmer. The response to the question, "Manner of disposal," is
indicated by capitals "W" or "R" or "S" or"W-R" meaning "wholesale","retail", both wholewholesale and retail or "Storedn. The size of the broiler house is indicated by arabic
figures representing width and length in feet. The scope of operation is represented by
"sea" :for seasonal and "con" for continuous. The reasons :for the scope of operation are
presented in the narrative which describes the tabular representation.
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Table VI presents respondents' ranking of other
factors which have helped them in making money in general.
Table IV gave respondents reactions regarding the rank of
agency factors.

Table VI may be considered as a continua-

tion of the appraisal of factors and likewise, a set of general factors.
It may be observed from the table in question that
eight farmers considered ••loans from banks and other agencies"
as the number one factor that helped them in making money.
Two farmers considered this factor as second in importance,

while four considered it fourth; one fifth, and two sixth.
nHelp from agricultural agencies" was chosen by eight farmers
as the number one factor of importance; two gave this factor
second place; two third place; two fourth place; three placed
the factor fifth, while one placed it sixth.

Only one farmer

thought that the number one factor was "respondents' own
knowledgen.

Nine farmers considered this factor as the second

in importance; two gave this factor third place; three farmers
placed this factor number four while only one farmer placed
this factor fifth in importance.
factor sixth in importance.

One farmer placed this

It may be noted that no respon-

dents thought that "help from classroom teachers" ranked
either first or second in importance in their success in making
money.

Seven farmers gave this factor third place; five
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placed it fourth; four placed it fifth while only one placed
it sixth.

"Help from other agencies" ranked least of im-

portance with twelve farmers placing it sixth, or last in
importance; one farmer placed this factor fifth; one fourth;
one third, while two farmers gave this factor second place.
No farmer gave this factor first place.
TABLE VI
RESPONDEl"'fTS' RANKING OF OTHER FACTORS WHICH HAVE HELPED
THEM IN MAKING MONEY Ilif GENERAL
Ranking

1

2

3

4

5

6

Loans from banks and
other agencies

8

2

0

4

1

2

Help from agricultural
agencies

8

2

2

2

3

1

Respondents' own
knowledge

1

9

2

3

1

l

4.

Help from farmers

0

2

5

2 '

7

1

5.

Help from teachers and
other community leaders

0

0

7

5

4

1

Help from other
agencies

0

2

1

1

1

12

The Factors
1.
2.
3.

6.
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The production of sweet potatoes as an additional
source of income has not become as wide s:pread in Marion
County as it has in several adjoining counties however,
survey schedules administered during this study reveal that
twenty out of the thirty active farmers were growing sweet
potatoes for the market.
Respondents• Appraisal of Factors Which Have Helped
Them Realize Profit From Growing Sweet Potatoes.

Table VII

shows that only t~Jo respondents rated "loans from banks and
other agencies" as a factor that helped them in realizing
money from growing sweet potatoes.

The farmers that rated

this factor gave it fourth place in importance.

''Help from

agricultural agencies" was chosen by three respondents as the
factor of first importance in realizing profit from sweet
potatoes; four farmers placed this factor second; three placed
it third; one placed it fifth, and there were no respondents
who placed this factor fifth and siKth.

Respondents placed

no importance on their "own knowledge of marketing trends"
as a factor in making money from sweet potatoes.

"Help from

other farmersn is placed first by only one respondent.

Four

farmers placed this factor second; three placed it third;
two respondents placed this factor fourth; one placed it fifth,
but no respondent gave it sixth place.

Only five farmers be-

lieve that "help from teachers and other county leaders" is
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importe.nt as a factor in helping them make a profit from
sweet potatoes, while ten farmers believe "help from other
agenciesn is important as a factor.

Eleven farmers believe

that the "use of commercial fertilizer" is the most . important
factor in helping them make money from growing sweet potatoes.
Three farmers placed this factor second in importance; two
placed it third; 1iwo placed this factor fourth, and no respondents placed this factor fifth or sixth.

TABLE VII
RESPONDENTSt .A.PPRAIS.AL OF FACTORS WHICH HAVE HELPED
THEM REALIZE PROFIT FROM GROWING SWEET POTATOES
Ranking

1

2

3

4

5

6

Loans from banks and
other agencies

0

0

0

2

0

0

Help from agricultural
agencies

3

4

3

1

0

0

Respondents' own
knowledge

0

0

0

0

0

0

4.

Help from other farmers

1

4

3

2

1

0

5.

Eelp from teachers

0

2

2

1

0

0

6.

Help from other agencies 1

2

1

4

1

1

7.

Use of commercial
fertilizer

3

2

2

0

0

The Factors
1.
2.

3.

11
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Methods Utilized in Disposal of the Truck Products.
According to data presented in Table VIII, the three
methods mentioned are the only methods used to dispose of
vegetables grown.

As revealed in this table, twenty nine

farmers dispose of some of their vegetables by canning.

It

may be observed however that most of the farmers used all
three methods of disposal-

Eleven respondents listed freezing

as a method of disposal, and t wenty five respondents listed
sales as their manner of disposal-

It may be expected that

the freezing of vegetables will grow in popularity as the
rural electrification program spreads throughout the communities.

Many farmers who have home freezers are preserving

their vegetables by this method.

Other factors may account

for the lag in sales as a method of disposal of the products
mentioned here, however, these factors will be treated later.

TABLE VIII
:METHODS UTILIZED IN DISPOSAL OF THE TRUCK PRODUCTS

The Method

Frequency of
responses

Canning

29

Freezing

11

Sales

25
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Respondents Ranking of Factors That Helped in Making
Money From Fruit and Melon Production.

This study has al-

ready revealed the general types of soils that exist in
NJ.arion County according to a report of the Farmers Home
Administration.
It may be noted that the type of soil as described
is favorable for the production of fruits and melons.
Advantage is taken of this favorable condition to a large
extent.

Survey schedules that were administered for this

study reveal that twenty two of the thirty active farmers
grow melons for profit.

One may note also that a total .of

126 acres were planted to melons during the season prior to
the initiation of this study •
.An

analysis of the ranking of factors that helped in

making money from fruit and melon production shows the following:

Respondents placed no value on "loans from banks and

other agencies•• as a factor that helped them in making money.
Five farmers believed that "help from agricultural agencies"
was the number one factor that contributed to their making
money from fruits and melons.

Seven respondents gave this

factor second place; three gave this factor third place.

Only

one respondent believed that "his own knowledge of marketing
trends" was important.

The respondent gave this factor second
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TABLE IX
FACTORS THAT HELPED IN M.AICING
MONEY FROM: FRt.TIT ~W MELON PRODUCTION

RESP ONDENTS t RJu"\JKING OF

Ranking

The Factors
l

2

3

4

5

6

Loans from banks and
ether agencies

0

0

0

0

0

0

Help from agricultural
agencies

5

7

3

0

0

0

Respondentst own
kno·wledge

0

0

0

0

0

4.

Help from farmers

1

2

l

0

0

0

5.

Help from teachers and
other community leaders

0

3

1

1

0

0

6.

Help from other agencies 0

3

2

0

0

0

7.

Use of commercial
fertilizer

2

2

1

0

0

1.
2.
3.

place.
farmers.

10

1

"Help from other farmers" was considered by only four
One fanner gave this factor third place.

"Help from

teachers and other community leaders" drew five responses.
Three farmers placed this factor second in importance; one
placed it third, and one fourth.

The reader will note that

this investigator was not necessarily expecting to find
special agricultural aid being given farmers by regular class-
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room teachers.

His purpose for this insertion was to dis-

tinguish classroom teacher aid from ,assistance that was
given by regular Vocational .Agriculture Teachers.

A seperate

listing of "other agricultural agencies" was made for the
same purpose.

Respondents ranked the above factor third in

importance as a factor that helped them in making money from
fruits and melons.

The ttuse of commercial fertilizer drew

fifteen responses from farmers interviewed.

Ten respondents

placed this factor first in importance; two placed this :factor
second; two placed it third; one gave this factor fourth place,
and no respondents placed this factor as low as fifth or
sixth in importance.
In addition to giving their rankings to the factors
contained in the survey schedules, each respondent was asked
his opinion concerning factors which prevent his engaging in
commercial farming on a large scale.

Table X,"Respondents'

Opinions Concerning Factors Which Prevent Their Engaging in
Commercial Farming on a Large Scale" presents an analysis of
the opinions of the farmers in question.

In order to get the

respondents t opinions, this question was asked: uvmat single
factor prevents your going into commercial farming on a large
scale"'?

Fourteen of the twenty eight farmers responding

checked "inaccessibility to markets" as the number one factor
preventing their going into commercial farming on a large
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scale.

Seven respondents checked "lack of finance" as the

factor that kept them from going into commercial farming on
a large scale.
TABLE X

RESPO~IDENTS' OPINIONS CONCERNING FACTORS WHICH PREVENT
T".dEIR ENGAGING IN cm.:nv:ERCLU, FARMING
ON .A LARGE SC.ALE

The Q.uestion

Number
responding

ttWhat single factor prevents
your going into commercial
farming on a large scale"?
The Responses:

14

1.

Inaccessibility to markets

2.

Lack of finance

7

3.

Lack of labor

5

4.

Lack of cooperation among
farmers

1

Climatic conditions

1

5.

Total Responses

28

Seven respondents checked "lack of finance" as the factor that
kept them from going into commercial farming on a large scale.
The "lack of labor" drew five responses; "lack of cooperative
effort 0 drew one response, and climatic conditions drew one
response.

Only two active farmers failed to respond to the
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question asked.
Table XI shows the educational status of the active
farmers who responded to the questionnaires.

In order to

get information regarding the educational status of the
subjects, this question was asked:
grade you reached in school?".

"What is the highest

Of the twenty nine farmers

responding, two stated that they reached the eleventh grade;
four farmers reached the tenth .grade; two the nineth grade;
two the eighth grade; two farmers reached the seventh grade.
Seven respondents reached the sixth grade; five reached grade
five, and four reached the fourth grade.
One of the respondents reached the third grade.

One

farmer did not state the highest grade that he had reached.
The mean grade level reached was grade seven, the
mode, grade six. 1 The significance of this factor will be
considered later.
The reader may note that all farmers wlith the exception of one, responded to the above question.

There was

no second effort put forth by this investigator, or any
representative to get this informatione
The writer has attempted to explain his reason for
listing "help received from teachers in your district" as one
factor to be considered.

Table XII shows an analysis of the

respondents' appraisal of the help received from teachers in
l

Calculated from data presented in table XI.
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TABLE XI
EDUC .A.T IONJJ, STATlJS OF THE .ACTIVE FARMERS
TO THE "Q:(JESTIONNAIRES

The Question:
"What is the highest
grade you reached
in school?"

vmo

RESPONDED

Grade
level

Number
responding

3

1

4

4

5

5

6

7

7

2

8

2

9

2

10

4

11

2

Not stated

1

Total

30

Mean

7

Mode

6

the local district.
This writer is not attempting to prove that scholastic
or academic attainment is a sign of progress.

One can see

though that the command of certain fundamental processes
should help a farmer who sold produce on the open market.
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This writer has stated why "help received :from teachers"
was used however, twenty nine of the thirty respondents gave
their opinions regarding the question "How would you rate the
help that you have received from teachers in your district"'? 1
Seven respondents rated this help "excellent", nineteen farmers rated this help "good"; three :farmers rated this help "fair"

and no farmer classified this help as "poor".

One farmer fail-

ed to respond to this question.
TABLE XII
RESPONDENTS' APPRAISAL OF THE HELP RECEIVED FROI..a
TEACHE..~S I N THE LOG.AL SCHOOL DISTRICT

The Question:
"How would you rate the
help that you have
received from teachers
in your district'?"

l

Scale of
responses
Excellent

Number
responding
?

Good

19

Fair

3

Poor

0

No response

l.

The following school districts were involved in this
study: The Lodi School District# four, the Gethsemane School
District# five, the Lassiter School District# six, and the
Jefferson Independent School District.
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Inactive Farmers. Data presented here consists of
pertinent facts concerning farm ownership and operational
activities.

Acres rented are also taken under consideration.

There is reflected in table llII the status of inactive
Negro farmers of Marion County with respect to farm operation
and farm ownership.

Of the thirty inactive farmers surveyed,

twenty six of them own the land which they cultivate.

Four

farmers indicated that they rented the land which they cultivate.

It may be observed that no owner reported additional

acreage that he was renting for cultivation.

Likewise, no

respondents reported that they were operating additional
acreage.
Table XIII shows a total of 1,269 acres owned by the
twenty six inactive farmers in this study.
reported a total of 245 acres.

The four renters

The mean number of acres

owned is 42.3; the median number of acres owned is fifty one.
The range of acres owned was from two, to one hundred.

The

mean number of acres rented is 61.3; the median number is
62.5, and the range of acres rented was from forty to eighty.
As has been set forth in this investigation, the mean
number of acres ownei correspond very well with figures as
presented by the Farmers Home Administration in describing
the small farmers' farm.
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STJtT"uS OF INACTIVE NEGRO FARMERS OF Mli.RION COUNTY
WITH RESPECT TO FARM OPERATION AND FAF.1~ OWNERSHIP

'J:he
Farmer

Acres
Owned

Ao
Bo
Co
Do
Eo

100
100
90
81
?5

Fo

75
?5
70
61
60

Go
Ho
Io

Jo
Ko

Lo

52

Po
Q,o
Ro

45
40

So

25
15

Uo
Vo
Wo

Xo
Yo
Zo

50
50

38

15
12
10

80
65
60
40

Dr

N.ean
Median
Range

--

2

Cr
30

--

?
6

Ar
Br

•Totals

--

60
55

Mo
No
Oo

To

Acres
Rented

1,269
42.3
51.0

2 - 100

245

61.3
62.5
40 - 80
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Table XIV reveals the years of discontinuance of the
aspect of commercial farming.

It may be observed that only

two farmers discontinued growing vegetables for sale in 1942.
No respondents discontinued their ventures in 1943.

Only two

farmers discontinued the growing of vegetables in 1944.

In

1945 one farmer discontinued his vegetable growing for sale,

and one in 1946; two farmers chose 1947 to discontinue their
operations; one farmer ceased operations in 1948.

Four farm-

ers discontinued the growing of vegetables for sale in 1949;
two in 1950; seven in 1951.

Only one farmer chose 1952 to

discontinue his operations.

One farmer discontinued the sel-

ling of fruit in 1942; one in 1946; three in 1949; the discontinuance of melons for profit was in the following manner:
One farmer discontinued in 1942; two in 1944; two in 1945;
one in 1946; two in 1947; seven in 1949; five in 1950; eight
in 1951; and only one in 1952. Respondents give the follow•
ing dates for discontinuance of their broiler production:
Four farmers discontinued in 1949; one in 1950; and two in
1951 •
.An

analysis of the discontinuance of sweet potato grow-

ing for profit appears as follows:

One farmer discontinued

in 1942; one in 1944; two in 1945; one in 1946; two in 1947;
three in 1949; six in 1950; seven in 1951 and two farmers
discontinued their potato growing for profit in 1952~
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TABLE XIV
SCOPE OF COIYREERCIAL FARMING OF INACTIVE FARMERS .!i..ND DATE
OF DISCONTINUANCE OF ASPECT OF COMri:ERCLU, FAH.1'\1ING
The

Farmer
liO

Bo

Co

Do
Eo

Vegetables

Orchard-

ing

v--1942
v--1947

--

V--1949
V--1947

v--1949

Fo
Go

Ho
Io
Jo

v--1951
V--1946

Ko

v--1949

--

Mo

-v--1951

No

V--1949

Lo

Oo
Po
Qo
Ro

So
To

Uo
Vo

Wo
Xo

Yo
Zo

Kr

Br
Cr
Dr

--

v--1946

-v--1949

v--1951
V--1942
V--1944
V--1949
v--1950

--

v--1942
v--1949

--

Melon
Growing
v--1942
v--1947
v--1950
v--1949
V--1947

Broiler
Production

--

Sweet

Potatoes
V--H~42
v--1947

v--1949
v--1947

v--1950
v--1949
V--1951
v--1946
v--1950

V--1951
v--1950
V--1951
v--1946
v--1950

v;...-1950
v--1951
v--1949
v--1949

v--1949
v--1950
v--1952
v--1950
v--1949

v--1951
v--1942
v~-1944
v--1949
v--J.951

v--1951
v--1949
v--1951
v--1944
v--1948
v--1950

v--1951
v--1949
V--1951
v--1949
v--1944
v--1950

v--1951
v--1.951
v--1945
V--1952

v--1951
v--1952
v--1945
v--1951

v--1951
v--1949
V--1949

v--1949

-v--1951
V--1949

--

v--1950

---

V--1951
v--1945
v--1944
V--1S49
v--1951
v--1951
v--1951

--

v--1950
v--1950

V--1~51
V--1952
V--1945
V--1950
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The reader will note that an analysis has been given
of the date of discontinuance of the aspect of commercial
Farming operations among inactive farmers.

This investi-

gator was anxious to know why the farmers discontinued their
operations.
In order to get the opinions of the subjects concerned
in the rank order of factors which caused them to discontinue
growing certain commercial farm products for sale, a set of
ten factors were set forth in the survey schedules.

The res-

pondents were asked to check according to importance the
factors that caused their discontinuance.

An analysis of the

opinions is presented in table XV.
It may be observed that twelve farmers believed that
"poor markets" was the number one factor causing discontinuance;
eight farmers placed this factor second; six placed it third;
one fourth; one fifth; one seventh; and one gave this factor
tenth place.
".i..ack of cooperative marketing facilities" drew six
responses as the number one factor causing discontinuance.
Fourteen farmers placed this factor second; five placed it
third; one fourth; one fifth; one seventh, and two placed this
factor eighth.

There were no respondents who believed that

this factor deserved nineth or tenth place.
"Not enough help from local bank" as a factor of dis-
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continuance was rated as follows:

Two farmers placed this

factor first; two second; three third; five fourth.

Three

farmers gave this factor fifth place; two farmers sixth
place; five seventh; seven placed this factor eighth and
eleven respondents placed this factor nineth as a factor
of discontinuance.
Only two farmers believed that "inability to grow a
quality product" deserved first place as a factor of discontinuance.
manner:

The rank order of this fa~tor continued in this
Eight respondents placed this factor third; nine

placed it fourth; two gave it sixth place; rour placed it
seventh; three eighth, and two nineth.

There was no res-

ponse regarding the tenth place.
Three respondents placed "not enough help from leaders in ~he community" as the main factor of discontinuance.
Three farmers placed this factor third; two fourth; six placed
it fifth; nine farmers placed it sixth; three seventh; three
eighth and one farmer placed this factor nineth.
"Not interested", as a factor of discontinuance drew
a total of thirty four responses that were as follows:
Three farmers placed this factor first; four placed it third;
four farmers gave it fourth place; five gave this factor
fifth place; five farmers placed it sixth; three seventh;
eight respondents placed this factor eighth, and two placed
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this factor nineth.
One farmer placed "not enough help from neighbors"
as his main factor of discontinuance.

Two farmers placed

this factor second; four placed it fourth; five farmers gave
this factor fifth place; five placed it sixth; seven gave it
seventh place, and six gave this factor eighth place.

This

factor was not rated nineth or tenth.
"Not enough help from teachers in the district" drew
no resnonses as the number one factor affecting discontinuance.
Two farmers placed this factor second; one third; two fourth;
nine fifth; six respondents placed this factor sixth; five
gave it seventh place; four eighth, and one nineth place~
There were no response regarding the tenth place for this
factor.
One farme.r believed that "natural causes" deserved
second place as a factor of his discontinuance.

One farmer

placed this factor fourth; one farmer gave this item fifth
place; two respondents placed this factor sixth; two seventh;
two farmers placed this factor eighth; thirteen farmers gave
this factor nineth place, and eight respondents placed this
factor tenth.
"Others" as a factor of discontinuance shows the fol~
lowing:

One farmer placed it first; one third; eight

farmers placed it nineth, and twenty farmers placed this
factor tenth.
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TABLE XV
OPINIONS OF INACTIVE FARMERS CONCERNING THE RANK ORDER OF FACTORS imrcH CAUSED
THEM TO DISCONTINUE GROWING CERTAIN COMMERCIAL FAJ{M PRODUCTS FOR SALE

The Factors

Rank Order

0

7

8

9

10.

1

0

l

0

0

l

l

2

3

4

5

12

8

6

l

1.

Poor Markets

2.

Lack of cooperative
Marketing facilities

6

14

5

1

l

0

1

2

0

0

Not enough help from
the local bank

2

2

3

5

3

2

5

7

11

·O

Inability to grow a
quality product

2

0

8

9

0

2

4

3

2

0

Not enough help from
leaders in community

3

0

3

2

6

9

3

3

1

0

6.

Not interested

3

0

4

4

5

4

3

8

2

0

7.

Not enough help from
neighbors

l

2

0

4

5

5

7

6

0

0

Not enough help from
teachers in district

0

2

1

2

9

6

5

4

l

0

Natural causes

0

1

0

l

1

2

2

2

13

8

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

8

3.

4.

5.

8.
9.

10. Others

20
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Table XVI

presents an analysis of the inactive

farmers' appraisal of problems of commercial farming among
Negroes of Marion County.

One may observe that fourteen of

the twenty nine farmers responding believed that the problem
of marketing-involving transportation and accessibility was
the number one hinderance in commercial farming operations.
Eight farmers believed that "lack of organization and cooperation" was the main problem.
11

Four farmers responded to

inabili ty to grow a product of high quality", and three

farmers believed that "inadequacy of financial support" was
their main problem.
TABLE XVI
IN.ACTIVE FARMERS' APPRAIS;.U. OF PROBLENiS OF COMiiERCIAL
Flilll\UNG AMONG NEGROES OF 1'IARION COUNTY, TEXAS

The ~tatement

Number
responding

Lael.: of organization and cooperation

8

Inadequacy of financial support

3

Inability to grow a product of high
quality

4

The problem of marketing-involving
transportation and accessibility

14

Not responding

1
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It may be interesting to note that the "help received
from teachers" was reported as "good" by fourteen of the
thirty inactive subjects.

Table XVII,"Inactive farmers"

appraisal of the help that they received from teachers during
this period of operation as commercial farmers shows an
analysis of this appraisal.

The question was asked:

"How

would you rate the help that you have received from teachers
in your district"? i

Further analysis shows that five

respondents thought that this help was "excellent"; nine
thought that this aid was "fairn, while only two farmers
thought that teacher aid was "poor".
TABLE XVII
INACTIVE FARMERS' APPRAISAL OF THE HELP THAT THEY
RECEIVED FROM TEACHERS DURING THEIR PERIOD
OF OPERATION AS COlJIMERCLllL F.AR.l"\IBRS

The Q.uestion
"How would you rate the
help that you have
received from teachers
in your district"?

l

See Appendix.

Scale of
responses
Excellent

Number
responding
5

Good

i4

Fair

9

Poor

2
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Table XVIII

gives an analysis of the grade levels of

the subjects involved.

One may observe from this analysis

that one farmer reached the fifth grade; seven farmers reached
the sixth grade; three the seventh; four the eighth; six respondents reached the nineth grade; four reached the tenth;
three reached the eleventh grade, and two reached the twelfth.
The mean grade level reached is shown to be 8.1; the median
8.5, and the range is from the fifth to the twelfth grade.

TABLE XVIII
EDUCATION.AL STATUS OF Il"\JACTIVE FAPJl!.E3S
RESPONDED TO THE QUESTIONNAIRES
The Question
"What is the highest
g rade you reached
in school"?

Grade
level

1

6

?

?

3

8

4

~

6

10

4

11

3

12

2

30

8.1

Range

Number
responding

5

Total

Median

vmo

8.5

5 - 12
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EFFECTS OF WORLD TNAR II ON PRODUCTION
Mr. Ivi. Clifford Towsend,

1

Director of the Food

Production Administration during 1943 summed up more of less
what was expected of ..American farmers vhen he stated:
Today, when both this country and all the United
Nations must have food to win the war, it is vital
to the world that farmers in the United States produce more - much more of milk, meat, eggs, vegetables
and some other foods than ever before. Today, as in
1933, the task is to produce in accordance with needs.
If this task were not performed successfully, it is
not too much to say that democracy itself might perish.
The fulfillment of Secretary Wickard's plea to farmers
to produce more food did not go un-noticed because there was
2
a record production in 1942.
Farmers doubled the production
of soybeans and peanuts.

They produced 600 million dozen

more eggs than ever before.

Twenty million more hogs, more

beef, more milk and more corn.
The reflection of the need for more food was likewise
shown in Marion County.

The United States Census of .Agriculture

shows that 32,474 bushels of sweet potatoes were harvested
during the war year 1944 as compared with 20,556 bushels for
the year 1949.

3

1 M. Clifford Towsend, The Agricultural Situation.
March, 1943 p. 20.
2 Claude R. Wickard, The .Agricultural Situation.

1943 p. 2.

March,

3 United States Census of Agriculture. Preliminary Report. Farms, Farm Characteristios, Farm Products. February,

1952.
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In the matter of production of food on the home
front, Secretary Wickard called on every town, city and
suburban family with a sufficient plot of open, sunny and
fertile ground, or access to a community or allotment type
of garden to join in the 1943 Victory Garden Program.

1

THE FOOD PRODUCTION" .ADMINISTRATION
To streamline the efforts of the Department of .Agriculture in assisting farmers in the production job, the Food
Production Administration was established.

There were ten

agencies and branches through which the administrationts
functions were realized.

These agencies were:

The Agricul-

tural Adjustment Agency, the Soil Conservation Service, the
Federal Crop Insurance Corporation, The Farm Security Administration, the Farm Credit Administration, the Production
Loan Branch, the Production Programs Branch, the Conservation Programs Branch, the Production
the Farm Service and Supply Branch.

~

upplies Branch and

2

The writer does not think it necessary to list in detail the functions of each of these branches or agencies.
It may be noted however that each agency worked toward the
fulfillment of the :production. goals.
1 Wickard, .2.E. cit., :p 3.
2 Towsend,

.2E cit., :p 20.
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CHAPTER IV
THE PROBLEM OF FAID;:ER RE-.ADJUST1IBNT ABOUT 1946

During the year 1946, many young men were still in
the armed services of their country.

Many had

been dis-

charged and had returned home to join in the farm labor
front.
The adult farmer who had remained on the farm during
the years and helped to grow much of the food that was used
had to re-adjust himself to conditions that had fallen upon
him.

The war years of 1942-43, 44, end 45 had established
1 Civilian demand remained
a false sense of economy for him.

high during this time.

Much of the output of war goods came

to a sud den halt soon after V-J Day , but factories were
soon cleared for their old tasks.

Even though the farmer of

1946 had to become accustomed to feeding the world, more farm
machinery was made available for this task. 2

Purchasing

power remained strong, total spending increased, but prices
that farmers received for their produce was good.
Following Mr. Talley's prediction, the year 1946 was
a most significant peaee time year. 3

Despite reconversion

problems in industry, farmers looked forward to a strong year
for agricultural products.
1 The Farm Outlook for 1946.
January, (1946) p. 41
2

The Farmer-Stockman.

Ibid., p. 42.

3 Howard R. Talley, Chief, Bureau of Agricultural
Economics. The Farmer-Stockman. January (1946) p. 41.
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The Return of Young Farmers as Veterans. It was not
long ago that great concern was being expressed over the
returning veterans to re-adjust to civilian life.

The more

pessimistic feared that men carefully trained to kill would
not be able to adjust to peaceful existance without a period
of supervised resocialization.

Others, not so pessimistic,

were of the opinion that the men who had been exposed to the
horror and soul trying experience of war would at least constitute problems to their families and communities following
their discharge.
Numerous articles appeared in magazines and newspapers
advising mothers and wives by long lists of dots and dont's as
how to handle their sons and husbands upon their return.
The war has been over for many months now.

½nile no

careful statistical_ study has been made, it appears that the
vast majority of men who have been released from the army
have not constituted any great problem.
1
N. ~. Brill,
writing in the Journal of Home

Economics

makes the following contribution regarding the attitudes of
veterans:
Undoubtedly it has taken many veterans a little while
to re-adjust thoroughly to civilian life after being
away from it, in many cases, for several years. For
others it has been truly difficult, and for good reason.
1 N. Q. Brill, "Veterans with Problems". ~ournal of
Home Economics. (38) p. 325.
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ll any had spent their lives on f'arms and in rural
communities. Many had not matured emotionally or
intellectually. Many had led a sheltered, protected existance and had never before been subjected to dispipline or threatened with serious
danger. Many had never bef'ore been required to
assume responsibility. 1
Veteran-Farmer Ideas and Attitudes. Critical situations
in the immediate future in the families of service men will result chieftly from the return of such men to civilian life •
.Among the many differing family situations which will confront
these men or their relationship to civilian life according to
Bossard, are as follows:
1.

2

~.Cany will return to face war marriages.

Some of

these young people courted while very young and marriage followed as a reaction of youth to the psychology of war, while
some of these youngsters enjoyed an extended courtship.
2.

A whole new group of servicemen '·s families now

exist, many with children who have not yet had a settled homee
3.

Changed veterans will return to changed wives and

communities, recurrent witnesses to the fact that all lire is
change.
4.

Vetera.ns will return with definite plans for their

future, and the cooperation and understanding they will get
l

Ibid. , p 325.

2 ;r. H. S. Bossard, "Family Problems of the Immediate
Future". Journal o f ~ Economics. (37) 1945 pp. 383-384.
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from their families in the implementing of these plans will be
a matter of vital importance.
This writer observed that the ideas and attitudes of
veterans of Marion County were no exceptions to those as described by Bossard.
veteran also.

This investigator was a World WaJ: II

He had the opportunity of attending a training

school in Belgium during which time this item was outlined and
discussed for two weeks.
VETERANS' FARM LO. lliS
.
- F.AR"\I PURCHASING

The war's end brought renewed interest in farm land
available for returning veterans, war workers and others,
and quickened the pace of many Federal, State, and local
agencies in assisting the farm-minded to get established.

1

As a feature of the veterans' ·benefit program., the
Texas Land Program was initiated.

The program was headed

by Mr. Bascom Giles • .
This writer does not know of a single Negro veteran
of Marion County who took advantage of the services of the
Texas Veteran Land Program, however the writer is familiar
I

with three veterans of Marion County that are in the process
of paying for small farms that they have purchased.

Eight

veterans of World War II are included in this study.
1

Hugh H. Wooten, "Farm Lands for Veterans and Others".
The ,Agricultural Situation. (29) pp. 17-18-19,Washington,D. a.,
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CHAPTER V
THE RE-BIRTH OF THE BROILER GROWING INDUSTRY
About the year 1946, during the return of many veterans
to this country, and during the period when high prices was
the order of the day, the broiler growing industry was reborn. The exact date of the country-wide boom cannot be
fixed according to Mr. J. E. Hinshaw.

1

It may be easily

assumed however that many of the broiler areas in the nation
were brought a.bout by an economic need.

The income from cot-

ton and lumber had gradually decreased to the e~tent that the
average farm income was exceptionally lO'w.

Mr. Hinshaw might

have added that the prices of other meats had also led the
consumer to search for broilers and fryers in order to get a
cheaper meat.
The main phase of broiler growing in East Texas was
started late and was largely built by a small group of men
who worked together as a team with a standardized plan of
action. 2
The two major factors in the group of the area were,
one of the nation's largest feed manufacturing concerns and
l. Hinshaw, ~ cit., p l2e
2

Ibid.,pl3.
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a group of influential businessmen who had the interest
and well-being of the farmers in this section at heart.
As a result of the convictions of these businessmen,
feed manufactoring concerns worked with the local dealers,
an agricultural bank in Terrell, Texas, and so the pilot
project was born.
This writer has attempted to explain earlier how
broiler growing among Negro farmers was started in Marion
County.

One may note that this venture was begun after

much study and consultation on the part of all agricultural
workers in the county.

The farmers made the decision to

organize and participate in such undertaking.
There has been presented in an earlier chapter the
exact manner of organization and operation.

Housing and

equipment as has been stated was not of the expensive type.
the idea of ngrowing into" the broiler business was made
clear to all subjects involved.

This enterprise was begun

with three demonstration projects:

One project located at

Central High School; one at Judea High School; one at Gethsemane High School; and one at Macedonia High School.

Only

six thousand chicks were started in the initial venture.
The total carrying capacity among Negro farmers reached
66,000 birds in the spring of 1952.
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CHAPTER VI
COUNTY ORGANIZATION FOR THE IMPROVfilEENT OF _!\.GRICUL'IURE

Adult Farmers.

A significant approach to the betterment

of agriculture in Marion County was made in 1949 under the
leadershi:p of l!rs., Cecil Ross, Vounty Superintendent of schools,
and Mr. E. Ee Collins who was at that time .Area Supervisor
of .Agriculture Teachers for Area One.

An

all-day workshop

consisting of adult farmers, veteran farmers, and all county
agricultural workers was held for the purpose of unifying
action in the process of producing and marketing agricultural products.

The adult farmers were permitted to assemble

in a group to themselves, discuss, and adopt uniform action
on certain crops that they thought best to grow~

These adults

also set up committees to expedite time and duplication of
action in getting cooperative buying of seeds, plants,
fertilizer etc., under way.

The naming of the group was left

to the professional agricultural workers of the county.

The

committees were chosen with respect to their locations.

For

example:

The area of Marion County west of high-way forty

nine is reportedly better adopted for the growth of sweet
potatoes, so three members of the five man committee on sweet
:potatoes lived ·west of highway forty nine.
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The group decided to grow peas, potatoes and poultry
for commercial purposes.

"Poultry" in the above designation

has reference to broilers and fryers exclusively.

It was

the consensus of opinion that it would be more effective if
the group emphasized the production and marketing of not
more than three products at one time.
Agricultural Professional Workers. The Marion County
Farmers' and Agricultural Workers' Workshop that was conducted in January, 1949 brought to light the fact that much
duplication of effort existed in the county, and also apparent
inconsistencies in the production and marketing of agricultural products.

In order to establish unification in these

processes, a program of cooperation and coordination was
initiated by the agricultural v~rkers of the county known as
the Marion County .Agricultural Workers Association.
This association had for its purpose the building of
an agricultural program based upon the possibilities
of stimulating youth, an,d their parents to grow ready
cash crops as a supplement to the staple crops. The
Association divided itself into committees for stimulating the participants to more effective work.
After much study the group decided that they would work
on the production of crops most appropriate for local
consumption and in consideration of the nature of the
most pressing needs of the given school communities.
To that end the group decided to follow the recommendations of the adult farmers and work on crops that
were adopted by them. The farmers decided to grow
peas, potatoes, and poultry. In order to aid in closeup technical training for the boys, it was decided
that some type of demonstration should be carried on
at each school.

?O
Committees were appointed for each of the three
products that was to be produced and marketed.
Tne committees further divided themselves into
units of: Research, Production, Management,
Financing, and Sales, and each member of a
connn.ittee was directly in charge of one phase
of the work. l
This author was appointed chairman of the Poultry committee and was directly in charge of research.

His res-

ponsibility was to get information regarding breeds of chicks
to purchase, housing facilities needed, costs of all items
necessary in broiler growing, and the general outlook for the
future.
In this venture, feed dealers were contacted.

Educa-

tional representatives of most of the major feed companies
wer~ invited in, and talked with the workers in regards to
possibilities of establishment in the broiler business.
Similiar arrangements and activities were carried on RY each
individual agriculture worker in the county.

During this

time, the agricultural workers group consisted of the following:

Five Vocational Agriculture Teachers, Five Agriculture

Teachers for Veterans, One Veterans Teacher Coordinator,

One

Local Supervisor of Veterans' Shop Work, One County Agricultural Agent, and the Assistant Superintendent of Schools of
Marion County.
1 Reports of the Secretary, Marion County .Agricultural
Workers li.ssoc iation, January 1949.
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CHAPTER VII
SUM.MA.RY, CONCLUSIONS .AND REC01frIENTIATIONS

The purpose of this study has been:
(1)

To find significant factors which are at this
time affecting commercial farming operations among
Negro Farmers in ].'Iarion County.

(2)

To find significant factors which have affected
commercial farming operations among Negro farmers
in Marion County to the extent that one or more of
these factors caused discontinuance of operations.

(3)

To develop techniques for use in overcoming some
of these factors.

The interpretation of the data obtained from the survey
schedules of the active farmers reveal:

That the mean acres

owned by twenty five of the thirty subjects was 68.5.
median acres owned was 55.0.

The

It is also revealed that the

mean acres planted to vegetables was 4.68 acres.

This would

seem to reveal the fact that operations are carried on with
the idea of marketing some of these products.
An analysis of the data regarding factors which helped

most in making money from vegetables, and making money in
general shows that "help from agricultural agencies ranked
first.

The factor that contributed more in the production

of sweet potatoes is an exception to the above.

The "use
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of commercial fertilizer" is first, with "help from agricultural agencies placing second.

The above is true also in

the nroduction of melons •
..i;;

A further analysis of data in this study reveals that
"inaccessibility to markets" is the most significant factor
that is preventing an expanded program.

0

The lack of finance"

was placed second in this respect.
A look at the analysis of data of the inactive farmers
of t::arion County show that the "problem of marketing-involving
transportation and accessibility" was the main factor that
caused their discontinuance.

Eight farmers believed that

"lack of organization and cooperation" was the second factor.
The fact that both active and inactive farmers rated
teacher help as "good" seems to mean to this investigator
that neither subject is prejudicede
Conclusions.

The data analyzed indicate that the farmers

have received a good type of leadership from classroom teachers,
agriculture teachers and other agricultural agencies.

On the

basis of data presented however, the writer is led to believe
that the leadership mentioned is not good enough, for the problem of marketing-involving transportation e.nd accessibility is
not the farmers' alone to solve.

The writer believes that it

is the duty of the leaders of the community to aid in motivating the farmers to the point of effectiveness in operating.
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Psychologists and educators agree that there are
several fundamental principles of learning; the one parti1
cularly applicable to this study is that of motivation.
It would seem to this writer that more should be done
to motivate the farners to the extent that they will want to
overcome this marketing problem.
There is need for training on the part of the farmer so
that he will recognize a quality product and want to grow a
quality product.
There is evidenced a need for functional relationships
among all the social agencies operating within the county.
In 1949 organization was perfected for the operating relationship of the above mentioned agencies but such does not exist
at this time.
Recommendations.

On the basis of data presented in this

study, this writer should like to make the following recommendations:
1.

That all social agencies of Marion County organize
themselves for the purpose of unifying efforts to be
put forth in helping Marion County farmers.

2.

That the duties of all personnel comprising this
county workers organization be clearly defined.

1
Howard L. Kingsley, The Nature and Conditions of
Learning. New York: Prentice Hall, Inc:-;-194?. pp. 49-77-104.
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3.

That all farmers in the county be organized,
and at the time of organization, initiate a program of work for the county.

Representatives of

each com..rnuni ty may make up the parent organization.
4.

That all evening schools, adult schools, P. T. A.
organizations etc. of the county be instructed in
accordance with a central theme, or goal that was
established by a county-wide farmers' organization~

5.

That the business and professional organizations
of the county become interested in the problems
of the farmer ..

6.

That local classroom teachers of the county be
encouraged to assume an active role in the affairs
of the farm families.

FACTORS AFFECTING COMrCERCLiL FA."lMING OPERATIONS
AEONG NEGRO FA..BMERS IN !vi.A.RION C CUNTY, TEXA.S

SURVEY SCHEDULE
ACTIVE F AID!IERS

Name

---------------Address------------

Are you a farm owner?_Tenant_ Operator_ _ _How many acres
do you own?_Rent_Operate_. How many acres do you

usually plant to vegetables?_____Kinds of vegetables that you
usually plant.

Do you dispose of your vegetables by canning,_Freezing
or Sales

--- •

About what per cent do you sell?

vegetables that you usually grow for

----Check

--- ,

---List
sale.
---

the

the factors in order of importance

that have helped you in making money from vegetables:
_Use of commercial fertilizers.

Your knowledge of marketing
-trends.
Help from agricultural
-agencies.
_Help from other agencies.

Help received from teachers
- i n your district.
Help received from other
Farmers.
Do you grow broilers for sale?_Check the manner of disposal:
'Wholesale.

Retail

--- •
continuously
-

your broiler house

-

basis

,

Stored for home use.

Give the size of

Do you operate your plant on Seasonal
, Tfuy

---Check

the f'actors in order

of their importance that have helped you in making money:
_Loans from banks and other agencies._Your knowledge of
_Assistance from teachers and others
marketing trends.
in the community.
_Help from agricultural agenciese
_Help from other farmers
_Other a g encies.

ACTIVE FllfilIBRS CONTIIIDED
If you grow sweet potatoes for sale at this time, list the
factors in order of their importance that have helped you in
making money:

How many acres do you have in fruit trees?
melons___ •

Number acres in

List the method of disposal _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

• List according to importance the above factors that
have helped you in making money:

What single factor prevents your going into commercial farming
on a large scale'?_ _ _ _ _ _\llhat is the highest grade you
reached in school___ •

How would you rate the help that you

have received from teachers in your district?

-

Good,

-

Fair or

-

Poor.

_ _Excellent,

FACTORS AFFECTING COM:._.:ERCIAL F_!ffir.cING OPERATIONS
A1',:mm NEGRO FA..-qMERS IN :MA.RION COUNTY, TEXAS
SURVEY SCHEDD"LE

IN.ACTIVE F a.00.IBRS

Name

--------------Address-------------

Are you a farm owner?__ Tenant_Operator___How many acres
do you own?_Rent_Operate_\Vhen did you discontinue grow-

---Fnuits

ing vegetables for sale?

sale

---Sweet

for sale

Potatoes for sale

--- •

---Broilers

for

Check the factors in

order of their importance that caused you to discontinue growing
the above for sale:
Not interested
Not enough help from lead- e r s in the community.

---Poor markets
enough help
---Not
neighbors.

from

_Not enough help from teachers_ _~Not enough help from the
in the district.
local bank.
Not able to grow a quality
Lack of cooperative marketproduct.
ing facilities.
Natural causes.
Others.
VI'n at do you consider to be our bigg est problem in growing products
for sale here in Marion County?
was solved, would

If this problem
-------you resume the growing of products for sale

---

How would you rate the help tlnt you have received from teachers
Fair
poor
-----How would you rate the help that you have received from all
in your district?

-

Excellent,

-

Good,

agencies?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _What is the highest
grade that you reached in school?

---------------
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The writer was born in Brazos County, Texas, November
16, 1918.

His family moved to Oakwood, Texas in 1923.

He

attemded the Saint Paul grade school, Oakwood, Texas from
1924 to 1935, and graduated from the tenth grade in May,
19 35.

He attended .A. J. Moore High School, Waco , Texas

during the terms of 1935-36 and 1936-37, graduating there
from the twelfth grade in May 1937.

Having finished high

school, this writer worked to enter Prairie View .Agricultural and Mechanical College, and was successful in entering
in September 1937.
The Bachelor of Science Degree in Agriculture was received in May 1941, having been conferred by the above
named institution.
This writer was successful in finding work at Judea
High School, Jefferson, Texas on July 1, 1941, and taught
agriculture there until February 15, 1943 when he was called to a~tive service in the United States .A:rmy •

.After

having served in the Army for three years and one month he
was honorably discharged, and he resumed his work at Judea
High School.
This writer begun graduate study in the summer of 1948
and has attended six week sessions during the summers of
1950, 1951, 1952 and 1953.

